
This is a great time to join our company! Headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, Polixis is a leading Swiss company special-
ised in RegTech Solutions for banking sector. Our human expertise is combined with Machine Intelligence and this is what 
makes us special in our field and positions us for an aggressive International growth. We have offices in Geneva, Zurich, 
London and Yerevan and we see our Armenian offices along with Geneva one as a key R&D hub for our growth. 
This position will be based in our Yerevan office. 

About Yerevan
Yerevan is a vibrant city with one of the best cultural and night life scenes in Eastern Europe, and is also one of the safest 
cities in the world. 
UK’s Enterprise Times has ranked Yerevan among Top 10 Career Hubs for Tech sector for the decade to come. 
Here are a few articles in this regard: 

The 50 Safest Cities in the World Gallery 
QUALITY OF LIFE IN YEREVAN
10 Best Cities for Tech Career Opportunities
Visit Armenia. A video traveling Guide across the country
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Risk Data Analyst is a paid full-time 6 month internship position. You will be part of a strategically important growing team 
in charge of collecting and analysing regulatory, sanction and other risk relevant data. It may lead to a full-time job offer 
depending on the person’s skills and job performance. Please note that this internship cannot be combined with other in-
ternships or positions. The person will join our growing team of engineers and analysts in downtown Yerevan.

Type of position

Tasks

As Intern you will be expected to carry out the following tasks:
- While familiarising with ARDIS’s operational needs and end-users’ profiles, you will carry out market research, write analy-
ticial notes, obtain and update new data sets, as well as generate ideas and solutions for data collection and management 
within the software; 
- Think of efficient ways for data refining, filtering and integration for machine-readable formats. You will work in close 
collaboration with our team of software engineers  and serve as a bridge between data researchers and coders; 
- Develop a comprehensive understanding of assigned regional data sets. 

Your Profile

We are looking for a person with intellectual curiosity and a passion for data driven solutions.
 
Ideal candidate is expected to demonstrate the following skills and experience: 
- Degree in Political Sciences, Legal, International Relations, Economics, Journalism or similar.
- Fluency in English and one of these languages: Arabic, Spanish, Portugese, Italian, French, German, or Chinese.

https://www.thedailymeal.com/travel/50-safest-cities-world-gallery
https://teleport.org/cities/yerevan/
https://www.enterprisetimes.co.uk/2018/10/25/10-best-cities-for-tech-career-opportunities/?fbclid=IwAR0Ip_c9K7oaV-sCFlGrkLHdRZ-PhUER2F9_yKligqLe1S-7fcxmc612P2A
https://teleport.org/cities/yerevan/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uy2PzVtUEEU&fbclid=IwAR05cSxIL7jRrQH2AH3miTj_4QMLElCcYWhxA28VWOxOp_UMVcCojyJnHOE
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What we offer

- Paid internship AMD 300.000  (gross) with a possibility to later on join the company’s main staff with higher salary rate;
- Possibility of airfare coverage depending on candidates’s location;
- Training in a growing area of FinTech/RegTech combined with political and regulatory risk analysis
- One of the best barbecue machines in Yerevan right in our office backyard! :)

Application procedure

Interested candidates shoul send their CVs and cover letters to jobs2@polixis.com with a subject line “Risk Data Analyst”.  
Please kindly note that due to the number of applications, only  short listed applicants will be contacted. 
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